Pathogenesis of alcohol-induced chronic pancreatitis: facts, perceptions, and misperceptions.
The pathogenesis of chronic pancreatitis secondary to chronic alcoholism is not fully understood. A major hurdle in the understanding of the pathogenesis is the inability to study early lesions of the pancreas and the sequential changes. Facts are few; observations are many. Each new hypothesis argues against all previous hypotheses; however, clinical chronic pancreatitis is initiated by one or more of the mechanisms. Good experimental models for alcoholic pancreatitis are not available, limiting the ability to study the pathogenesis. Additional studies on genetic markers and immunologic mechanisms might explain acinar cell injury, which seems to be the earliest lesion in most, if not all, types of chronic pancreatitis. Opie's common channel and obstruction regurgitation theories seem unrelated to chronic pancreatitis. Although biochemical changes of the pancreatic secretion in alcoholic patients promote protein-plug formation, evidence is too weak to consider protein plug as the earliest change. The theory of necrosis of the acinar cell by some unknown mechanism, subsequently leading to fibrosis, is gaining support; however, it is clear that the pathogenesis of alcoholic pancreatitis is not yet fully understood.